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ABSTRACT
The ACAV project aims to improve videos accessibility on the Web for people with sensory disabilities. For this purpose, additional descriptions of key visual/audio information of the video, that cannot be perceived, are presented using accessible output modalities. However, personalization mechanisms are necessary to adapt these descriptions and their presentations according to user interests and cognitive/physical capabilities. In this article, we introduce the concepts needed for personalization and an adaptive personalization mechanism of descriptions and associated presentations is proposed and evaluated.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The amount of Web videos is continually growing up [17] and, as a result, challenges a lot of accessibility problems for people with disabilities [3][17]. The ACAV project [15] aims to explore how accessibility of Web videos can be improved and tackles two research questions [15] i) what is required to make a video accessible on the Web and how can it be achieved?, and ii) how to increase the number of accessible videos on the Web?

The ACAV approach consists in providing a tool for describing key visual/audio elements of a given video and another tool for presenting these descriptions during the playing of the video in an accessible way (according to the user disabilities) [15]. The work outlined in this article contributes to the development of the second tool: the question we address is how to provide relevant descriptions and relevant descriptions presentations to a given user during the visualization of a video?

Section 2 formally describes the research problem we tackle. Section 3 introduces the adaptive personalization mechanism we use and Section 4 evaluates this mechanism. Section 5 deals with related works. Finally, we discuss our work and highlight some future work in Section 6.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Improving videos accessibility for people with visual and hearing impairments requires video annotations – i.e. additional descriptions (electronic texts) about key visual or audio elements attached to temporal intervals of the video [13]. For instance, according to [9], several types of visual elements have to be described: information about settings, actions, etc. –with as many complexities as possible [6] (hereafter called Levels of Detail (LoD) - e.g. for a setting annotation, “house” will have a LoD of 1, “house with two rooms” will have a LoD of 2, etc.).

As a result, an annotation contains a typed textual description of a given LoD and can be presented using a given output modality [15]: e.g. using a female synthetic voice (Text-To-Speech), or using a refreshable Braille display (with regular or contracted Braille). A video with the presentations of its associated annotations is called an enriched video.

However, predefined presentations of annotations for a given enriched video may not fully satisfy the needs of each kind of users: e.g. some visual impaired may want deeper details about characters and settings while others want to get details about actions. Some read Braille and others not. An adaptation mechanism, capable of transforming the presentations of annotations during video visualization is thus needed.

Generally speaking, two distinguishable approaches for performing adaptation exist: adaptive and adaptable ones [4]. “Pure” adaptable approach is not really a good option for us because the end-user has to assume the adaption mechanism by setting up explicitly her preferences before playing the video. On the other hand, pure adaptive approach offers automated adaptation based on the analysis of the user behavior and user-system interaction traces, what better suits our needs.

Our approach is close to an adaptive mechanism: the user interacts with the system through common actions in a video player (e.g. the PLAY/PAUSE events) and through new actions. As an example, a “FEEDBACK” event - fired by a spacebar key press, is used to indicate to the system when the user dislikes the presentation(s) of annotation(s) (i.e. rejected if event is fired otherwise accepted by the user).

2.1 Formal description: definitions
Presentation attributes: Presentation attributes PA={A1,...,Ai} discussed in [19] are attributes concerning an annotation presentation. For our case, considered presentation attributes are annotation type (e.g settings, actions), output modality (e.g. Braille or Text To Speech (TTS)) and its LoD.

Domain of a presentation attribute: for a presentation attribute Ai we define the attribute domain Dom(Ai) as the set of discrete values {a1, a2, ..., a|} we can choose Ai from. For example if Ai = "Modality", a possible Dom(Ai) will be {'Braille', 'TTS', etc.}.

Annotation presentation: an annotation presentation P is a set of values {V1,V2,...,Vn} for presentation attributes {A1,A2,...,Ai} such that Vi ∈ Dom(Ai).
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Rendering of annotation(s) presentation(s) at time t: a rendering R at instant t is the set of annotation presentations that are currently rendered at time t. \( R(t) = \langle P_1, P_2, ..., P_n \rangle \)

Rendering Section at time t:

A rendering section is defined using a time interval \( t_{\text{begin}} \leq t \leq t_{\text{end}} \) and a rendering of annotation(s) presentation(s) at time \( t_{\text{begin}} \).

\( S(t) = \langle t_{\text{begin}}, t_{\text{end}}, R(t_{\text{begin}}) \rangle \), where \( t_{\text{begin}} \leq t \leq t_{\text{end}} \)

\( t_{\text{begin}} \) and \( t_{\text{end}} \) indicate two consecutive changes concerning the presentations of annotations during the playing of an enriched video. As a result, a new section is created each time something changes on presentations of annotations (e.g. a new annotation presentation appears, an annotation presentation ends).

As a consequence, an enriched video contains \( O \) rendering sections \((O \geq 0)\). For instance, Figure 1 presents the cutting of an enriched video in terms of rendering sections that are numbered (i.e. 5 rendering sections, numbered from 1 to 5).

![Figure 1: rendering sections of an enriched video](image)

SCard: for a given numbered rendering section \( S_n \), SCard, is the number of concurrent presentations it contains (i.e. Card(\( R_n \))).

Feedback tuple \( F \): A feedback tuple \( F \) is associated to each rendering section. \( F_i = \langle S_i, f_i \rangle \) where \( i \) is a section number, \( f_i \) the associated feedback: \( \text{Dom}(f_i) = \{ \text{“accepted”}, \text{“rejected”} \} \).

For a given rendering section \( S_i \) if explicit negative feedback is provided by the user during \( S_i \), it means that she dislikes what is being presented: \( F_i = \langle S_i, \text{“rejected”} \rangle \), otherwise \( F_i = \langle S_i, \text{“accepted”} \rangle \).

## 3. PERSONALIZATION PROCESS

### 3.1 Preliminary Discussion

Knowledge represented using predefined set of rules can be employed in personalization engines [20], moreover data-mining and artificial intelligence techniques (e.g. decision trees, Bayesian networks, etc.) are used to analyze patterns of user-system interactions and, hence to perform adaptivity.

As a consequence, we propose an approach where the system learns in a first stage (hereafter called the “learning phase”) from given user feedbacks. After this stage, an “adaptation stage” is performed: the system uses what it learned about the user to predict her feedback (i.e. accepted or rejected) for any incoming presentation(s) of annotation(s). If the prediction is accepted, then the presentation(s) of annotation(s) is shown as it is, if the prediction is rejected, then some transformations has to be made before rendering the annotation(s).

The problem, specified in Section 2, has three specific features. Firstly, we hardly know almost anything about the user (e.g. maybe her disabilities and native language). Secondly, the user is the expert: she is the only one to know about her preferences, interests and we do not want her to introduce explicitly these information before video visualization (i.e. adaptable approach) in order to avoid this time-consuming initialization step. Third, adaptation has to be performed in real-time.

As a result, adaptation based on predefined rules [5] is discarded as we cannot easily model adaptation to all users with a fixed rule set. Thus Bayesian networks [12], decision trees (DT) [7][10][14], or any other supervised learning technique [20] seem to be suitable approaches. In this paper, we have chosen to use decision trees [7][10] as they have some interesting advantages in terms of learning and prediction speed. They are best suited to problems where instances are represented by attribute-value pairs and target function has discrete output values [14] (our case). In user modeling, decision trees can be used to classify users or documents in order to employ this information for personalization purposes [10]. Any decision tree induces a rule set on the problem domain that can be transformed in real time by non-expensive tree re-learning at any moment: this is compatible with current ACAV implementation and is also a reason for this choice.

### 3.2 A Decision-Tree Adaptation Approach

#### 3.2.1 Learning stage

During a learning time \( LT \), the system presents rendering sections \( S_t \) to the user and stores feedbacks until enough amount of feedback tuples \( F \) have been collected [14]. Next, rendering sections tables are built. Each table contains rendering sections that have the same SCard and each table line contains information used for the rendering of a given number of (overlapped) presentation(s) of annotation(s) (cf. Tables 1 & 2).

Table 1 shows how the renderings sections with SCard=2 are classified (\( R_{(t_i)} = \langle \{ \text{Place,Braille,1}, \{ \text{Cloth,TTS,1} \} \rangle \), \( R_{(t)} = \langle \{ \text{Character , TTS,1}, \{ \text{History,Braille,2} \} \rangle \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>LoD</th>
<th>Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Braille</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Braille</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characters</td>
<td>Text to Speech</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothes</td>
<td>Text to Speech</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows how the renderings sections with SCard=1 are classified (\( R_{(t_i)} = \langle \{ \text{Place,Braille,1}, \{ \text{Cloth,TTS,1} \} \rangle \), \( R_{(t)} = \langle \{ \text{Character , TTS,1}, \{ \text{History,Braille,2} \} \rangle \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>LoD</th>
<th>Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place, Cloth</td>
<td>Braille, TTS</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character, History</td>
<td>TTS, Braille</td>
<td>1,2</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After storing an important quantity of tuples (c.f. [14]) on these tables, a decision tree for each table is induced using the J48 algorithm. A decision tree as the one presented in Figure 2 is built (SCard = 1). In this tree, renderings predicted as “accepted” are represented as 0-tagged leaves, renderings predicted as “rejected” are represented as 1-tagged leaves. For a given leaf, the number between parentheses is the frequency in the learning sample of the path between root and that leaf. If there are two numbers in parentheses, leftmost number is the frequency and rightmost number is the number of opposite feedback(s) found in the learning sample for that path.

For example, the second leaf from left to right (prediction “rejected”) means that the rendering section with R=<<speech, L1, character> appears four times in the learning sample and
was accepted just once by the user (and thus was rejected three times).

### 3.2.2 Adaptation

Once the prediction trees are built, the adaptation step begins: the system adapts any incoming rendering sections of SCard = n, predicted as “rejected”, using the decision tree from table of SCard = n, because it represents the user knowledge about section renderings acceptance. The tree on figure 2 classifies any possible rendering section of SCard = 1 (cf. Table 3).

**Table 3. Group and associated section rendering templates.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accepted</th>
<th>Rejected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Place,Speech,1&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;*, Braille, *&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Character, Speech, 3&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;History, *, *&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;*, *, 2&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;Character,Speech,1 or 2&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Place,Speech,2 or 3&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An intuitive adaptation solution consists in transforming any section rendering predicted as “rejected” using the most similar rendering template (taking SCard and rendering attributes values), located in the “accepted” column. However, a restriction has to be taken into account: the type of an annotation cannot be changed and its LoD can be changed only if different(s) LoD exist(s).

As a consequence, if a section rendering predicted as “rejected” (SCard=1) matches a rejected section rendering template <X, *, *> (e.g. <History, *, *> in the Table 3), that means the user is not accepting any annotation of this type and the annotation is not presented. Concerning others cases, the following distance/similarity measure, based on [14] is suggested.

### 3.2.3 Similarity measure

We want to maximize the user acceptation probability of rendering sections. We use the fact that any decision tree learning algorithm chooses the attribute to split at any level, according to the information gain it can obtain from this attribute (IG(T[A])) [14]. According to [18], information gain of a given attribute can be applied to weight a distance measure. In our case, that would mean that if a rendering is marked as “rejected”, the attribute at the top level of the decision tree is statistically speaking more important in the rejected decision than others. For instance, according to figure 2, for a <braille, L1> rendering predicted as “rejected”, we have better chance (in probability terms) to have an accepted rendering if we change the modality and keep the level of detail rather than if we change the level of detail and keep the modality. As a result, we propose a weighted sum of nominal attribute distances as explained in [14] between the predicted rejected rendering section (S1) and each candidate rendering section predicted as accepted (S2).

\[
\text{Dis}(S_1, S_2) = \sum_{(i=1)}^n \text{IG}(T[A_i]) \text{Diff}(X_i, Y_i)
\]

\[
\text{Diff}(X_i, Y_i) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } X_i = Y_i \text{ or } X_i \text{ has the same words and in the same order than } Y_i \\
1 & \text{if } X_i \neq Y_i \text{ or } X_i, Y_i \text{ don’t have the same words, or have the same words but in different order and } X_i, Y_i \text{ are nominal types} \\
| X_i - Y_i | & \text{if } X_i \text{ and } Y_i \text{ are numbers}
\end{cases}
\]

IG(T[A]) is the information gain of A. X(S1), Y(S2) \in Dom(A), Information gain [14] is defined as: IG(T[A]) = H(T) – H(T[A]), being H(T) the information entropy of T (how predictable are the different values T can take) and H(T[A]) the conditional entropy of T given A, (how predictable the different values of T are, given that we know the value of A). In decision trees, information gain gives an idea of how important is an attribute to predict the value of the target attribute.

In the case that two or more candidate renderings have the same distance with the rejected rendering section, the one with the greatest acceptation probability is chosen. If both have the same probability, the rendering who has the highest frequency value is chosen (i.e. it appears more times). Finally, if both have the same frequency value, one is chosen randomly.

In the example used through this section, the similarity measure gives the results shown in Table 4.

**Table 4. Similarity measure results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Default section rendering</th>
<th>Assigned section rendering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Any history annotation presentation</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character,Speech,1</td>
<td>Character,Speech,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character,Speech,2</td>
<td>Character,Speech,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place,Speech,2</td>
<td>Place,Speech,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place,Speech,3</td>
<td>Place,Speech,1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Evaluation

The previous mechanism has been evaluated through a simulation by facing blind user behaviors with enriched videos. Two scenarios, respectively with SCard=1 and SCard=2, were tested. Annotation presentations and associated parameters were randomly generated and different user models (UM-X) were prepared and tested. We learn the tree with 30 annotations ([0-30]), and we define the acceptation rate each 10 annotation presentations as the ratio between the number of accepted annotation presentations and 10. We perform tree relearning each 10 presentations and we noticed that acceptation rate was improving, quickly converging to 94% in average (cf. Table 5).

**Table 5. Acceptance rates results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[0-30]</th>
<th>[30,40]</th>
<th>[40,50]</th>
<th>[50-60]</th>
<th>[60-70]</th>
<th>AVG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UM 1</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UM 2</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UM 3</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UM 4</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5. Related Work

**Hypervideo and Accessibility** For audiovisual documents, some approaches to make hypervideo accessible were already implemented: some projects in [2][8] use the adaptable
approach, letting the user manipulate what he is going to see before the audiovisual document rendering starts. Hypervideo has also been used for deaf people to convey Sign Language on the Web [21]. In [16] an adaptive approach was implemented for video annotations in hypervideos using P2P technologies and interests groups. Adaptation was in this project performed in terms of group of interests, neglecting people with disabilities and personal preferences.

ADAPTIVE HYPERMEDIA SYSTEMS (AHS)- AHS study how an hypertext/hypermedia system can be adapted to a user through her interactions with the system, by modeling and inferring user characteristics like goals, preferences and knowledge [11][1]. As we attempt to develop an adaptive videos enrichment system based on user interactions and because it is a special case of a hypermedia system, AHS theory seems to be very interesting.

6. CONCLUSION / FUTURE WORK

Enriched videos, i.e. videos enriched with multimodal presentations of additional descriptions (i.e. annotations), can improve videos accessibility for disabled users, all the more if these descriptions and their presentations are user-relevant.

We suggest a formal description of the problem we tackle (i.e. the adaptation of presentations of annotations) and an adaptive mechanism based on decision trees for the adaptation of presentations of annotations during videos visualization.

As a proof of concept, a first evaluation of our proposition tends to confirm that the suggested adaptation mechanism fits our requirements. However, real user studies in real video viewing settings have to be conducted in order to evaluate the suggested adaptive mechanism in a more realistic situation. Moreover, the adaptation accuracy of presentations can still be improved and others machine learning techniques have to be evaluated.
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